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Previous experience: 
 
•  Contentment, YUDU  
•  Dow Jones, Conde Nast, Future and Dennis Publishing 
•  Media & Publishing commercial roles 
•  Publisher & Consultant 
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Award winning Media Production Agency - Shoreditch, London 
Owned by Wyndeham Group, a large print group of companies 
 
 
Clients include: 
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Where 
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now? 

What do  
we know? 

What can  
we do? 

How can  
we do it? 

Why? 
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•  Confusion 

•  Congested marketplace 

•  Content everywhere explosion 
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Ap(p)athy 
•  Scepticism around app publishing 

•  High costs / Low returns 

•  Content publishing platforms are in part 
responsible for charging early adopters 
too much 

•  The win (for the platforms) is in volume - 
make the platform as affordable as 
possible? 
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•  Early platforms Vs New Solutions 

•  PDF doesn’t work on mobile 

•  Legacy platforms 

•  New(er) solutions 

•  Tablet reading 

WT(PD)F? 
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•  Content consumption is dominated by 
mobile

•  85% of mobile time is spent in apps - 
Nielsen*, Forrester, Comscore

•  Most of that spent in just 5 apps 
(varies by user)

•  There is no ‘Mobile internet’ *Ben 
Evans 
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     The shift to mobile 
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Source: Ofcom 
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Print for profit / Digital for growth
 

Where is  
the  

opportunity? 
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Source: Mary Meeker, Internet Trends Report 2015, KPCB 
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Why? 
Digital didn’t kill print 

(quality v quantity) 
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Why? 

67% 

Apps are discovered 
through app store 
searches  
 
(Forrester report 2015) 

•  Discovery is complicated – Bye Bye Newsstand 

•  Would somebody want my app icon on their home screen? 
 
•  Trusted / respected brand? 

•  Must have, nice to have, not that important? 
      (If yes then you need an app as it’s in the app stores that people will look for you) 
 
•  Presume your audience is only engaging with you on mobile 

•  Do people only snack on mobile? 
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Why? 

•  Discovery is complicated

•  And…after they download it, will they engage with it?

•  Is there regular new content? 
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Why? 

•  Monetisation isn’t easy 

•  In App Purchase / Subcriptions 

•  Replicating print ads in apps is lazy 
 
•  Ad blocking - Video and native ads deliver a  
     better user experience and more engaging  
     content 

•  Ad blocking - Apple have publishers on the  
•  dangle - don’t create your strategy around it 

•  Focus on the user experience 
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Why? 

•  What you’ve always done - create great content 
 
•  Deliver your content to where your audience consumes it 

•  Get your content discovered - Distributed content channels, social media 

•  App marketing / ASO – DIY 

•  Growth hacking tools? 
 
•  Get people engaging with it - Editions AND Continuous 



Structured 
feed 

(XML, RSS) 

Print-ready files 
(InDesign) 

CMS 
(Drupal, 

WordPress) 

Authoring platform 
(single layout) 

Distribution service 
(app container) Digital newsstands 

•  Amazon 
•  Zinio 
•  Texture Social media / distributed content 

•  Apple news 
•  Facebook Instant Articles 
•  Snapchat Discover 
•  Google AMP 
•  Twitter Moments 

Owned Media 
•  Native apps 
•  Web apps 
•  Website 
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Why? 

•  Choose the right content publishing platform  
•  Beware of ecosystems - find the right combination that fits with your workflow 
•  Focus on the user/reader experience – always! 
•  Experiment, build, design, test (realistically) 
  
Find a balance between automation and creative control, structured (XML feed) and unstructured  
(WYSIWYG). Create a single layout and publish everywhere:  
 
o  Magazine 
o  Apps - Responsive 
o  Replica (PDF) 
o  Web 
o  Distributed content channels 
o  Social 
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Why? 

•  App publishing hasn’t been done right – Mobile has changed everything 

•  The first step to monetising mobile is delivering a strong experience; 

•  App Benefits: Home screen icon, Offline reading, Push notifications, background  
     downloads 
 
•  App Benefits: App recommendations, Badges, Deep linking (iOS9), revenue 

•  Because apps are getting better - iOS9 in app search and Google streaming 

•  Because you can experiment affordably (special editions, archive content, continuous) 
 



Thank you 
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